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Abstract: Men in patriarchal societies........; was to determine factors associated with ....

Methods: incomplete sentence. Adjusted odds ratios [AORs]

Results: This study ... male accompanied with wife for ANC....[WRONG SENTENCE]. Men of Hindu religions ... were more likely [something missing].

Conclusions: Author concludes by stating that higher income, education ... etc are associated with dependent variables. This is wrong considering what he has said about education.

BACKGROUND: The paper must be given to an English speaker to edit and proofread. There are a lot of grammatical errors. On Page 4, The sentence beginning with 'However', should start a paragraph while the sentence 'The main objective of this ....' should be another paragraph. The last sentence on Pg 4 that ends with "...... great impact on women's health" must be referenced.

Methods: Again, grammar. In Research you discuss the sampling design before discussing how data was collected. The word 'accompaniment' is not an English word.

Page6: ...

PLEASE SEND ME THIS DOCUMENT BY WORD SO THAT I CAN MAKE TRACK-CHANGES IN IT. IT IS WASTING MY TIME COMMENTING ON EACH PAGE.

**Level of interest:** An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

**Quality of written English:** Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

**Statistical review:** Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.